
iPhone  Users  Report  Serious
Warning  Of  Battery  Drain
After New Update
iPhone iOS 14.6 launched the Apple card family feature last
week.  After  following  the  update  the  iPhone  users  are
experiencing  battery  drain.  It  is  worth  noting  that  many
factors contribute to device battery life, including device
battery health but the same issue is forming in every device
after a new update. 

In  the  Apple  support  community  and  MacRumours,  there  are
several members who are experiencing the same issue. They are
stating that their device drains faster after completing the
new update. Some of the users of Apple support forums note
their experience with their Apple smart cover after the new
update.

They wrote:- 

  I have the same issue with my iPhone 11. I upgraded the
other day and I have woken up every morning to find it fully
drained.  Yesterday  I  turned  off  WiFi,  Bluetooth,  all
background app refresh, and ensured that Personal Hotspot was
off. It was fully charged at 6 pm last night and not used. It
ran out of battery at around 10 am this morning (so, around 16
hours later) with no use in the meantime. 

Another one said-

  iPhone 11Pro did the same after the update. I have had an
Apple Smart Cover on it since day 2 of being new. Never had to
remove it. Today, after yesterday’s update, it wiped out my
phone to 2% and ran my cover down to 15%. Normally the phone
stays at 100% and the cover might get as low as 20% after a 15
hour day with no plugging in. Battery health has maintained
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100%  for  over  a  year.  Must  be  part  of  the  health
recalibration. The Smart Cover battery icon is no longer on
the lock or Home Screen when plugging or unplugging it.

Usually, this type of problem is caused after updating iOS. It
is recommended to erase the phone then repeat fresh updates.
Recently the company is testing iOS 14.7 but they will also
release the update of 14.6.1 soon.


